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Getting a lotion bottle filler can be a challenge. There are several types of lotion bottle fillers, but
which one will fit your needs best? In this article, we will look at the Overflow and Pump fillers, as well
as a Cone-shaped bag. Each type has its own advantages and disadvantages, so you can choose
the one that suits your needs the best. However, make sure to read the instructions carefully to be
sure you are using the correct one.

Overflow filler
Overflow fillers are designed to efficiently and effectively fill containers with low-to-medium viscosity
liquids. They can also process liquids that contain small solid particles, but not more than 1/16'' in
size. These fillers have many uses, including the manufacture of lotions and other liquids. They are
also useful for processing non-carbonated aqueous beverages, such as water. Listed below are some
of the advantages of overflow fillers.
Lotion fillers are available in different types to fit specific products. Overflow fillers, for instance,
maintain aesthetically clear bottles. They are also popular because they are more economical than
pump fillers, which require a manual labor force to operate. Piston fillers, on the other hand, offer
volumetric filling while minimizing the risk of spilling. Piston fillers have a pneumatic piston that
pushes the liquid toward the bottle. The amount of pressure required is determined by the volume of
the bottle.
Overflow fillers can be advantageous for lotion bottles because they maintain an even fill level despite
slight variations in volume. As the product is sold at retail, consumers value the appearance of
uniformity, so evenness is essential. While a smooth fill line looks more professional, the slight
variations in the volume of liquids can make the bottle look uneven. A consistent fill level helps keep
consumers satisfied and avoid skepticism.
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Overflow fillers have built-in technologies that help them deliver the same level of fill as the liquids
they are supposed to. These fillers support automatic and semi-automatic work modes. They are the
perfect choice for a wide range of cosmetic products, including liquids with low-viscosity. The process
of filling bottles is completely automated and does not involve any human labor. The overflow product
is then returned to the bulk tank.
Overflow fillers are best suited for low-to-medium viscosity liquids. They include a hygienic stainless-
steel base and two-part nozzles. One part of the nozzle forces out excess product or foam into the
holding tank. The other part of the nozzle forces the product back to the source tank. An overflow filler
can handle different bottle shapes, from round to oval-shaped.
The NPACK automatic overflow filler is made of heavy duty 304 stainless steel and tig-welded tubing.
It has variable pressure pump speed control and is easy to clean and operate. It comes with PLC
controls and a color touch-screen HMI. It is available in several different configurations, ranging from
one ounce to two gallons. The machine also features sanitary parts and an overflow tank cover made
of viton or Teflon.
Pump filler
Pump fillers are available for lotion bottles in a variety of sizes. They can be produced for semi-
automatic or automatic filling. The ideal solution is determined by analyzing the type of bottle and the
contents of the product. A pump filler can be used to fill various viscous materials, from 5ml bottles to
5 liters. Listed below are some types of pump fillers. Listed below are some of the benefits of pump
fillers for lotion bottles.
A pump filler for lotion bottles offers several advantages over other filling systems. One of the main
benefits of an overflow filler is that it can provide an aesthetic fill. This option is best suited for bottles
with a clear or translucent design. Overflow fillers can be used to fill a variety of products, but they
may be too slow for thicker liquids. Overflow fillers require extra time in each cycle.
Automatic Linear Servo-Driven Pump Fillers are ideal for filling products of various viscosities. These
machines can fill up to 12 containers at a time, and are ideal for filling lotions, creams, and gels.
Automatic Pump Fillers also work for thicker products like lotions. Pump fillers can be fitted with
different types of nozzles and pumps. You will need one pump for each fill head on your machine.
If you have a pump filler for lotion bottle, it may help to use a funnel to fill the bottle. This will help
avoid spilled lotion, which can make a messy mess. Alternatively, you can use a measuring cup to
guide the lotion into the bottle. A funnel is useful for filling the bottle without spilling it. It is best to use
a medium-size funnel, which will help ensure that the lotion flows smoothly through the pour spout.
If you are looking for a pump filler, you should take a look at the ACASI expandable pressure-
overflow bottle filler. It comes with a choice of gear pumps, depending on the size of the bottle. It
features an intuitive touch-screen and can profile fill at speeds up to 150bpm. While this product is
mainly intended for the cosmetics and toiletries industry, it is also used for other purposes, including
brewing beer.
Cone shaped bag
Using a jug to fill lotion bottles is an old-school method. You pour your lotion into the jug and use a
pump top to pour it into individual bottles. This method is messy and can result in spilled lotion.
However, it does have some benefits. It prevents the bottle from becoming clogged and is a more
environmentally friendly option than using jugs.
A conical shaped plastic bag with an open end can be used as a piping bag for filling liquids. The
smaller end can be used to fill the nozzle with soft liquids or frosting. It is often referred to as a pastry
bag, piping bag, or filling bag. These reusable syringes are a great way to store bulk products. You
can purchase them at any cake decorating supply store or online.


